2.6 Student Performance and Learning Outcomes
2.6.1 Program outcomes, program specific outcomes and course outcomes
for all programs offered by the institution are stated and displayed in website of the institution
(to provide the weblink)
B.A Tamil and M.A Tamil:
 To provide basic and essential Knowledge in Tamil Grammar, History of Literature, Social
and Cultural History of Tamil nadu.
 To Teach and create Knowledge of the Poetry, short stories, Drama and Prose.
The following are the career opportunities of the courses,
 Journalism
 HR & C development of TN Government Provide job opportunity through group VI
examinations.
 World Tamil Research Center was established by the government of Tamil Nadu to create
chances for B.A& M.A Tamil Literature students and Provide the scholarships for research
Programmes.
B.A English and M.A English:
 English Literature helps the students to build the skills of creative and intellectual ideas
and makes them to enrich their career.
 Moreover, it makes to enquire everything with an awareness and curiosity as literature
reflects the life.
 The main outcome of English Literature is to express and improve the ability to read
works of literary, rhetorical and cultural criticism.
 It further makes them to develop and acquire great opportunities that is needed in their
future career.
 It helps to be fluent in English and makes them bold enough as they are competent in
language.
 Learning English Provides great opportunities in teaching in schools, Colleges and
Universities and Abroad too.
 Above all, English Literature students can boost their employment options in various fields and
makes them to be the civil service worker like IAS, IAS and several other government
employees.

B.Sc Maths and M.Sc Maths:


Candidates can work on IT industries as



Software developers



Testers


Candidates are eligible for statistician Posts in TNPSC and other common

categories.


Data Analyst



They are qualified for teaching profession on schools at Primary levels.



Cryptographer in Data Security, Defence and related fields.



Project scientist in Research Programs.



Specialist officer in Banks



Research fellowships in IGNOV.

B.Sc Maths CA:
 They are eligible to work on software industry and it enabled services.


System Analyst



Programmer Analyst



Senior Software Engineer

 Qualified for all categories in TNPSC
 Banking Sector
B.Sc Physics and M.Sc Physics:
 Students will apply the Knowledge of Physics to clear NET,SET, JAM, UPSC and
GATE Exams.
Job Opportunities in:
 Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL)
 Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO)
B.Sc Chemistry and M.Sc Chemistry:
Some of the areas that offer jobs for a B.Sc degree holder include the following.



Quality control labs.



Manufacturing and processing Firms.



UPSC



Oil refineries.

 There is a wide scope for PG Chemistry students. The following are some of the areas
which Provide job opportunities.


Technical Journals



Chemical Manufacturing Industries



Medical Research

B.Sc Bio-Chemistry and M.Sc Bio-Chemistry:
The students can explore how modern molecular bioscience approaches can solve key challenges in cell
biology, Pathology, Pharmacology, Physiology and genetics.
 Jobs directly related to Bio-Chemistry degree include:


Bio medical Scientist



Healthcare Scientist



Nanotechnologist

 Private Research Institution, Hospitals, Government agencies, Social and non-Profit
organizations for good biochemist.
 Job where our degree would be useful include:


Health and Safety Inspection

Scope after M.Sc Bio-Chemistry
 They can work in different firms such as


Research Laboratories



Pharmaceutical Industries



Biotech Firms



Hospitals

 One can also get into teaching Profession for Courses such as B.SC Biochemistry, BPT,
B.Pharm etc.

B.Sc CS and M.Sc CS:
 There are bright career Prospects for Computer Science Professionals or Software
Professionals in recent Scenario.
 The software and IT companies are the major employers of Computer Science
graduates.
B.Sc IT and M.Sc IT:
 List of careers in the fields of Computer and IT:


Call Centers



Web Designer



Software Engineer



Computer Science Engineer



Computer Programmers



Network and Computer Systems Administrators.

BCA and MCA:
PSO:
 Applying Professional Software engineering and maintenance of software.
 Career options after BCA after completing BCA, Candidates can apply for the following
Profiles:


Computer Programmer



Database Administrator



System Administrator



Teacher and Lecturer

 Self employment option is also available.
 One can do job or can go higher studies like MCA.
 MCA Post graduates are hired both by Government agencies NTPC, GAIL, BHEL
etc, and Private IT Companies like INFOSYS, WIPRO, TCS, etc.
 They can enter following roles:


Software Developer



System Analyst



Hardware Engineer



Web Designer and Developer

B.COM and M.COM:
 The course aims to throw light on the various enactments pertaining to commercial
activities.
 This course aims to enlighten the students on the provisions of the companies act
1956, along with secretarial work relating to corporate entities.
 The course aims to build up critical thinking and analyzing skills in the students. So
that they can deal with different kinds of situation in a business.
Job Profiles of commerce:
 Charted Accounts
 Company Secretary
 Human Resource Management
 Entrepreneur
 Taxation
 Trading
 After the successful completion of the course students can take up job roles as


Finance executives

 Taxation Expert
 Investment Manager
 There is a wide scope for commerce students in the field of law.
Stock Broker:
 Market Researchers
 Business Administrators
 There are ample opportunities in civil service, self employment.
B.COM CA and M.COM CA:
 After the successful completion of this course the students will have a
thorough Knowledge about the concepts of Information Technology
 Commerce with computer application has a wide scope in accounting, banking,
marketing, e-commerce, teaching insurance and stock markets.

 This course enables the student to select the role of designing web pages,
Programmers, web designers.
BBA:
 BBA students can work as a finance Manager, perform the financial reports,
accounts monitoring, preparation of activity reports and analyzing markets.
 In the field of HR Manager, they can co-ordinate all the administrative
functions and they will recruit the new employees.
 They have more opportunities in the area of marketing as a manager,
consultant and representatives in order to establish a market tracking methods
to help each client.
 They have good opportunities in the area of Associate-investment Banking.
 Adhering to established policies, Procedures and result in Audit rating.
 BBA graduates can act as a Management Trainer in the industries like
marketing industry, financial institution, insurance and consumer durable
advertising agency.

